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The notions of right bracketing and its associated bracketing function or family 
of sets lead to a short proof of the latticeproperty of (T, , -+), the system of binary 
bracketings ordered by a semi-associative law. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Denote T,, the set of all binary brucketings (b.b.) built up from iz + 1 
factors by n pairs of parentheses (including one external pair), and 
T = uy T, . T becomes a graded, non-associative binary system (T, .) 
with everywhere defined multiplication “ * ” by A . B = (AB), i.e., by 
juxtaposing A, BE T inside a bracket1 All elements of T are built up 
inductively from one free, non-associative generator, say x, by putting 
T, = lx> and 
Conversely, each D E T has a unique binary factorization 
D=B*C=(BC),B,CET. 
(T, .) becomes an ordered binary system (T, ., +) by postulating a 
semi-associative law shifting brackets, say, to the left, 
10 (AWN - (W-W) (A, B, C E T), 
20 A+B,B+C*A+C, 
30 A -+ B * (CA) + (CB), (AC) + (BC)(C E T). 
1 “Bracket” is used synonymously for “pair of parentheses” and “openings” (“clos- 
ings”) for “opening (closing) parentheses”. 
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THEOREM. The homogeneous components of T, i.e., the jinite subsystems 
U’,z , -), are lattices for all n. 
A proof of this theorem has been published in this journal [I]. 
Here a considerably simpler proof is offered. It is based on the right 
bracketing (r.b.) convention of [2] using brackets for distinguishing, say, 
right factors by writing A * B = A(B) (instead of (AB)). 
Brackets are essentially intervals of the natural number sequence, 
bracketings certain families of such intervals, and the T, collections of 
such families. R.b. has the beautiful, but not obvious property that the 
order relation “-+“, induced in T, by a semi-associative law, coincides 
with the intrinsic order of T, as a particular collection of families of sets 
with their natural containedness relation, in which the lattice property is 
nearly immediate. 
B.b. is a special instance of general bracketing (g.b.). The point made in 
[2] is that r.b. (or, dually, left bracketing) is g.b. with a special binary 
interpretation.” The present paper makes use of this fact. 
A concise exposition of the theory of g.b. is given in Kleene’s book [3]. 
A reference to r.b. (for purposes of enumeration) can be found in P. M. 
Cohn’s book [4]. 
The lattices T, have interesting and quite peculiar combinatorial- 
geometric features. Their theory in terms of n-dimensional polyhedra 
and their faces is treated in a forthcoming paper [5]. It will also show, 
by a simple ternary example, that for n-ary bracketing, n > 2, the analo- 
gous ordered systems are not lattices.3 
The unfamiliar r.b. concept is so well suited to our purpose that, after 
the simple, natural deployment of this language in Section 2, one can prove 
the theorem in Section 3 by two easy propositions and some corollaries 
on less than two pages. Some of our considerations apply also to infinite 
bracketing sequences which will be treated elsewhere. 
2. THE r.b. CONVENTION AND ITS PROPERTIES 
(a) Informal description 
For the sake of self-containedness we repeat the informal description 
from [2]. The transition from b.b. to r.b. is illustrated by Table I for 
?l < 3. 
a B.b. is an inner model for g.b., and r.b. provides the “canonical” map; more precisely, 
a “canonical” map; so does left bracketing (Lb.); the openings of 1.b. and the closings 
of r.b. together constitute ordinary b.b. 
3 This example has been transferred to [6] (added at proof). 
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It is well known that the distribution of one type of parentheses, say 
the closing ones, completely determines the b.b. In the corresponding 
r.b. the distribution of closings coincides with that of the b.b., while 
the openings have a constant distribution of just one for each place 
i= 1,2 ,a.., n. This establishes the canonical l-l correspondence between 
b.b. and r.b. and proves the full adequacy of r.b. 
TABLE I 
Representation by 
b.b. r.b. g.b. families of 






























{{I 121, PII 
{{ll, cm 
{11,2,31, {2,31, {3H 
iu, 2,319 {2), (311 
Ull, {2,31,{3H 
iu, 21, I219 I311 
{Ul, {21, (311 
(b) The Bracketing Function 
Denote Jn = {1,2,..., n}; a bracket starting at place i 
Ei = {i,..., i”} (i < i”) for all i E J” 
a bracketing E = (El ,..., E,}, a sequence of n brackets. E can, therefore, 
be considered a function E : J” -+ J”, called bracketing function, satisfying 
(1) i < iE, 
and the basic bracket property 
(11) Jo Ei * Ei C Ei , i.e. i<j<iE3jE<iE. 
Conversely, the functions E : Jn + J” with properties (I) and (II) represent 
faithfully all elements of T, . In particular, the constant function 
4~ : i” = n and the identity function I : i’ = i, for all i E J”, are in T, . 
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For all E E T, (P)” = iE for all i E J”. The bracketing functions are 
therefore projections Jn + J”, and all iE are fixed points of J” under E. 
Ej is maximal in E if Ej C EI, 3 j = k; similarly, forj # i, Ej is maximal 
inEiifEiCE,CEi=>j=kork=i. 
(c) Multiplication 
If A : J” + J”, B : Jz -+ Jz are bracketing functions, i.e., A E Tk , 
B E TL , then C = A . B = A(B) E T, , n = k + I + 1, and the bracketing 
function C : J” + J” is defined as follows: 
for1 <i<k: 
jC = jA (0 Cd = Ai), 
fori=k+l: 
(k+l)c=n=k+l+I (-is- C,,, = {k + l,..., nf = Jzfl + k), 
fork+2<i<n: 
ic = k + 1 +(i - k - 1)” (e Cc = BipkeI + k + 1). 
C,,, is the last maximal bracket in C. 
The notation for translations of sets of natural numbers and trans- 
lations of families of such sets is self-explanatory. 
(d) CoJnaZity 
One may also call C,,, the greatest cojinal in C. Similarly, if iE = jE, 
i < j, Ej is called cojinal in Ei . Each Ei with i < iE has proper cofinal 
subintervals, at least EiE = {i”}. Ej is called the greatest coJina1 of Ei if 
j is the smallest index such that j > i and jE = iE; it is the last maximal 
subbracket in Ei . This includes the last maximal bracket Ei of E, i.e., 
j = min{i 1 iE = n}, as the greatest cojinal of E, and the “improper” 
cases Ei = {i} with greatest cofinal @ . 
(e) Factorization 
The unique factorization of C E T, , C = A * B, is determined by 
A = {C, ,..., Cj-I} (0 Ai = Ci; i = l,..., j - l), 
B = {C,+l ,..., C,} (0 Bi = Cj+i -j; i = l,..., IZ -j), 
where Cj is the greatest cofinal in C. 
Similarly, each Ei E E uniquely determines C E Tiei by 
C = {Elc - i j i < k < i”} (C = % if i = P) 
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as the factor of E occupying the places from i to iE inclusively. If i < iE 
there are further uniquely determined A, B E T, 
A = {Ek - i / i < k <.j}, 
B={E,-jlj<k<iE}, 
where Ej is the greatest cofinal in Ei , such that A * B = C. 
(f) The Semi-associative Law 
The semi-associate law applied at place i is a transformation ui : T, ---f T, 
transforming E into Eui = Ei = F # E if properly applicable on E, 
otherwise Ei = E (see [l]). Its expression in b.b. notation is 
.  .  .  .  
E = .  .  .  (A(&) .  .  .  ?+ .  .  .  ((A& .  .  .  zxe Ei = F, 
where i is the first place of B and j (j > 1) the first place of C; in r.b. 
notation: 
i .i .iE = iE ‘F“F- ‘E 
E= . . . &B(C)) . . . ?+ . . . A;B;:cJ) :.-! = Ei = F, 
where iE = jE = jF, but iF = j - 1, and “(C)” greatest cofinal in (B(C)); 
i.e., 
E = (..., Ei ,..., Ej ,... } 3 { . . . . Eii ,..., Eji ,... > = { . . . . Fi ,..,, Fj ,... 1, 
where for all k # i Elc = Eki = Fk , but Ei = Fi U Fj o Fi = Eii = 
Ei - Ej . A simple application of the semi-associative law (Jo consists 
therefore in replacing an Ei by the complement of its greatest cofinal. 
This includes the improper case with m greatest cofinal of Ei . 
3. THE INTRINSIC ORDER OF T, 
For E, FE T, denote 
E>FaEi2FioiE >iF for Vi E Jn; 
E>FoE>F,E#FeiE>iF for at least one i; 
E A F = {Ei n Fi / i E Jn} o iEAF = min{iE, iF>. 
(T, , >) is an ordered system, /L its greatest, I its smallest element. 
PROPOSITION 1. E, F E T, * E A FE T, (i.e., E A F = inf(E, F}, T, 
is a lower semi-lattice). 
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Proof. Denote Gi = Ei n E;: . Gi is an intersection of subintervals 
starting at i and, therefore, a subinterval starting at i, i.e., defining a 
function G with ic > i for all i E J” (Property I). 
jEGiojEEi,jEFi * Ej_CEi,E;LF, (-3 i < j < iE, i3 
3 EjnFjCE,nFiaGjCGi (Property II). 
COROLLARY 1. (T,, , >) is a lattice. 
Proof by a well-known standard argument, because (T, , >) is finite, 
has the greatest element ti and is a lower semi-lattice. 
Remark. One cannot define H = E v F by iH = max{iE, i”}, i.e., 
Hi = Ei v Fi . Hi = Ei u Fi would be again a subinterval starting with i, 
but, in general, H will not belong to T, (e.g., see lines 3c and 3d of the 
table). Therefore, E v F = sup(E, F} in the lattice (T, , 2) has, in 
general, a different meaning. 
From the semi-associative law one obtains for E # Ei that E > Ei; 
more generally, 
COROLLARY 2. E + F in (T, , -) * E > F in (T, , >). 
The fundamental proposition of [l] is 
PROPOSITION 2: E > F * 3i : Ei 2 F, i < n. 
Proof. There exists a greatest i, i < n such that Ei # Fi , i.e., 
Ei 2 Fi , Ei+l = Fi+l ,..., En = F, = {n}. 
Applying ui to E one obtains Eki = El, for k # i, Eii = Ei - Ei = 
Ei - Fj , where Ei = Fj # i~( is the largest cofinal in Ei . It remains 
to prove that Eii > Fi . Otherwise 
which contradicts our assumption. 
COROLLARY 3. E>F+ E+F. 
Proof. If F = Eil we are done. Otherwise one finds iz < il with 
Eil > Eiliz 2 F. After a finite number of steps, one must reach F : 
il > iz >, ‘.. > i, 
with 
E > Eh > EiliZ > . . . > Eil”% = F. 
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Remark. The uniquely determined i of the fundamental proposition 
is essentially identical with the index defined in [l]: ei , the number of 
openings at place i of a b.b. (see [l]), is the number of maximal sub- 
brackets in the i-th bracket of the corresponding r.b., and the above 
constructed chain is precisely the normal chain of [l]. 
From Corollaries 2 and 3 follows the 
THEOREM. (T, , -) z (27, , >), i.e., (T, , -) is a lattice. 
Note (added in proof): A purely geometrical proof of the same theorem is given 
in [6]. Gratzer’s book [7] gives a sequence of problems summing up to our proof. 
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